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The NPS Autonomous Underwater Vehicle Simulator is a joint project between the 
Naval Postgraduate School's Mechanical Engineering and Computer Science 
Departrams. In order to test mission planning and execution sohvarc, it? accurae vehicle 
dynamic model is required. Using dynamics based upon the Navy's Swimmer Delivery 
Vehicle (SDV), there is a need to continually update the hydrodynamic coefficients based 
upon actual vehicle in-water testing. The NPS AUV Dynamic Simulator contains a full set 
of submarine equations of motion and hydrodynamic coefficients. The cccfficients are 
mbdifiable on-line, and a replay capability exists for fiuthcr performance review. 
Using Monteny Bay as an underwater testing environment, then is h e  need to be ab:e 
to display expansive tenain data while maintaining the real time sirplation. '-.71e Variable 
Terrain Resolution Algorithm incorporated into the NPS AUV Dynamic Simula. *or enables 
the entire Montcny Bay data base to be displayed in real time. Resolution adjustments are 
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Then is a growing effort within the Department of Defense to develop autonomous 
underwater vehicles. Without the need to incorporate life support systems, the= is promise 
that an AU?' can do a variety of missions zt less expense, and withut danger to human life. 
During software and hardware development, there is a risk of loss of an autonomous 
underwater vehicle if amally deploved, fierefore, software must be thoroughly tested, 
preferably in its expected environment. With the advent of hi@ speed, low cost graphics 
workstations, it is now possible simulate submarine dynamics in nal time. ControUtr and 
mission planning sofrwarc can be tested and real time feedback obtained. Using underwater 
grid terrain data, such as that available from the Defense Mapping Agency, missions can 
potentially be simulated anywhere in the world, at any depth. Various mission hctors such 
as changing currents, unplanned obsiacles, and vehicle control surface failure can be 
observed prior to executing various missions. By incorporating the A W  into simulators 
such as the &PSNE" (Zyda, Pratt 1990), vehicle missions can be attcuted hlconjunction 
with a coordinated operations scenario. In order to run the n&siollJ in real time, 
algorithms need to be developed to make optimum usage of the workstation's graphics 
capabilities. 
B. FOCUS - NPS AUV DYNAMIC SIMULATOR 
This thesis concentrates on two main aspects. The fist is to develop the ability to 
generate accurate hydrodynamic coefficients and submarine eqrrationJ of motions. The 
second is to portray the vthicle in its anticipated environmcnt in rwt time. . 
1 . .  
By accurately predicting vehicle performance, system software can be deve!oped and 
tested prior to incorporation into the actual vehicle. The N P B  AUV Dynamic Simulator 
enables h e  user to record vehicle performacce w i h  any set of hydrocwfficients. System 
reynse on the simvlator can be compared to in-water vehicle testing, coeficients adjusted 
on-line, and similfatoi perfomaxe obseivd u n d  it emulates the actual vehicle. Ihrough 
L 
t!!s bootstrapping effect, an accurate graphics mdel cm be develqxd without the need to 
perfom expensive test-tank operations. 
The Monterey Bay database was used to develop the terrain rendering algorithm 
' utilized in the NPS A W  Simulator. The proximity of the bay to the Navd Postgraduate 
School (NPS) combined with the interesting subterrain feazures of the Monterey Bay 
Canyon, make the bay a logical choice for future test runs of the actual vehicle. Mission 
planning systems can be used tc generate proposed paths through the canyon. Bay currents 
can be incorporated into the model. While most of the actual vehicle testing is done in the 
constraints of the hTS swimming p l ,  full dynamic and artificial intelligexe software 
testing require a more expansive area. The Variable Terrain Resolution qlgorithm 
developed herein can be ported to other simulators using DMA Digitat T d n  Data such 
as N P S  Command and Control Workstation of -he Future (Weeks, Phillips 1989). 
' C. THESS ORGANIZATION 
Chapter If provides a tackground on other vehicle simulaars developed at WPS. The 
development and refinement of terrain rendering algorithms is traced through the various 
simulators at hTS. The usc of dynamics to graphicidly model the NPS AUV is traced from 
the simulator's origin to the current model NPS A W  III. 
Chapter IIf describes thc techniques utilized in the NPS ACV Simulator to pararay tho 
enviranmcnt in ~ a l  time. These techniques include high speed tcrrain drawinq routines, 
*ble terrain nsolution display, and field of view culling. 
. 
Chapter IV provides details and performance measwments of the Variable Terrain 
Resolution Algorithm (V"FL4) used to display Monterey Bay. VTRA is a recursive, binary 
reduction technique for displaying grid terrain about an observer to the hsrizor,. 
Chapter V describes the AUV data struc;ure. By taking irn object orientcd approach; 
the submarine can inherit rigid body properties while mainti? those unique to a submarine 
environment, 
Chapter VI discussed the dynamics model used for A W  III. The Amr equations of 
motion and hydrodynamic coefficients are described. The procedure for converting 
thrusters 'pm and fin deflections to vehicle motion is discussed. 
Chapter VII details how to operate the AUV Simulator. The User Interface is described 
along with the system capabilities. 
Chapter Vm provides ths limitations and future direction of the project. 
I .  
3 
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FWJM cr thus eliminating the need far more thai three clipping planes. FmM’s 
FOV culling was smctly a’function of rotation about the screen’s “y” axis (vehicle 
heading). A fm5er mnmbudon of VEH was the in-orporation of SIXE, COSINE, and 
TANGEKT lookup tables instead of iunction calls. Speed improvements of over lOW% 
w m  noticed in som cases when using the tables instead of the math library (Oliver 1985). 
3. Moving Platform Simulator (!+IPS) 
The M P S  series evolve& from the VEH md FOGM simulators. Significant 
improveme.:ts w m  made to the gridded terrain algok .hms previously used. Implemented 
on an IRIS 4DnOGT workstation with harGwarc siippning the t-buffer algorithm, the 
nrxd for the Painter’s algorithm for hidden surface elimination was removed. 
MPS incorporated three resolution levels, and variable field of views. The 
highest resolution level extends out to a distance which is a function of the field of view. 
The rtsolution is then h d v d  and extended out 2000 meters, halved again out to the 
horizon. Gaps OCCUT at the seams between resolution levels as extra venices exist on the 
high resolution sick of the scam. To eliminate this problem, extra polygons w m  drawn to 
fill the holes. These polygons, tamed “skins”, were vntical planes which wen often 
perpendicular to the actual terrain. A drawback to this method was that as the scams 
changed location with vehiGle mvemtnt,  a slight flickering would occx due to the 
insertion and deletion of these vertical surfaces. 
Whereas previous simulators wen limited to the 10 by 10 kilometer area of Fon 
Hunter Ligget, MPS had the ability ro display gfidded terrain databases containing any grid 
, I  
point spacing. 
4. Forward Observe Sirnulatian Tmincr (FOST) 
FOST @NmmonC 1989) utilized DMA Level I Digital Terrain Elevation Data to 
generate c d i n a t c s  in the Military Grid Reference System (MGRS). Although FOST 
. .  ‘ 3  
adapted the MPS terrain rendering algorithm, minor modifications included switching from 
polygon primitives to inesh primitives to increase performance. This decision was based 
upon performance measurements in MPSII (Winn Junc 89), the second simulator in the 
M P S  series. Paragraph 6 describes mesh drawing in more detail. 
5. Command and Control Workstation of the Future (CCWF) 
The CCWF (Harris 1488) was initiated at the Naval Postgaduate School as part 
of an effort to provide a 3D real timc interface for the Battie Group Commander. In order 
' to enhance real time capabilities, CCWF also incorporated variable terrain resolution 
strategy. While MPS adapted binary reduction between resolution levels, CCWF decreased 
resolution levels from 100 yard spacing to 1200 yard spacing and finally 12000 yard 
separation at the lowest resolution level. Such a strategy provided a p t e r  reduction of 
p l j  gons at lower resolutions but provided a more dynamic terrain change at the seams. In 
order to maintain three separate resolution Icvels of data, separate terrain databases w m  
created for the various molutions. While increasing data storage requirements, the 
reduction of mn time ca~culations resulted in an incrtascd fram~ rate. 
To solve the boundary problem, CCWF urilizcd the "skirt" method developed in 
the h4PS series to draw seams between resolution levels. All thnc resolution levels are 
drawn from thc vehicle, resulting in the high resolution carpet being drawn over lower 
resOtution carpets. The net effect was that lower resolution tenain would "cut though" 
valleys of the higher nsolution terrain. 
The CCWF was the fm NPSSimulatot to draw data using DMA's Digital Tmain 
Elevation Data. The area of operations centered around the Sea of Japan. 
6. CCWF, Subsurface and Periscope Views 
In follow-up work to the CCWF (Weeks 1989), a triangular mesh drawing routine 
was incorporated in addition to the polygon drawing routine. By reducing the number of 
I 
vertices required to be sent through the graphics pipeline (4 instead of 6 per mangle pair), 
a 50% sped increase in graphics frame rate was obtained. When using mesh drawing 
routines, vertex normals instead of polygon n o d s  were generated resulting in a 
smoother, more realistic appearance. The “skin” method of filling resolution seams did not 
work as well when using the “nesh” mode. Since the skirt lighting normals were 
horizontal, skirt flickering discovered in MPS became very pronounced as surrounding 
lighting normals were essentially vertical. The polygon (checkerboard) method was left 
available as an option. Without terrain features, motion on level surfaces is often difficult 
to detect without th i  checkerboard effect. 
A primary concern is the storage requirement for CCWF lighting. To adequately 
light the terrain, vertex nonnals arc computed at start-up. Thus terrain database 
requirements grew fn>m 2.88 megabytes to well over 21 megabytes. An attempt was made 
io compute normals dynamically, however. a 50% performance reduction degraded the 
system PA time performance capabilities. 
A ncommtndation for future research was to incorporate control surfaces into the 
ships, such ,as rudders. Initial work on the AUV NPS Simulator was undertaken with 
CCWF nquirmmrts well undentmd; specifically applicable to CCWF arc (1) use of 
control surfaces to drive vehicle; (2) elimination of requirement to use skits at nsolution 
boundaries; (3) incorporation of mnw, (4) development of vehicle cantrol panel. 3 
7. NPSNET 
NPSNET (iyda, Ran 1990) is the Naval Postgraduate School’s low-cost version , 
of the DARPA S J M W  System. While rcfining many’ of the NPS terrain rendering 
algdthm, NPSNETs enhancements include inccpotation of cultural terrain featuns 
such as ground cover, man-made srructuns, and terrain texturing. Research continues on 
I .  
7 ’  
optimal display of such features on sloped and variable resolution terrain while maintaining 
Ral-time updates. 
B. AUV SIMULATOR DEVELOPMENT 
1. Use of SDV Hydrocoefficients 
The original NPS non-graphical simulation of an underwater vehicle can be found 
in (Bond,  1987). Utilizing basic submarine equations of motion (Gertlcr 1967). with 
modifications to reflect the gwmeuy of the U.S. Navy's Swimmer's Delivery Vehicle 
(Smith 1978). B0nC;ll Ctsigned a controller to control rudders, bow planes, and stem planes 
based upon the vehicle's predicted dynamics. 
2. Origins d NPS Auv Simulator 
'The initial 3D graphics submarine simulator (MacPherson 1988) consisted of a 
submersible which &ti l id  a rudder, stern planes, and a single screw. Movement of these 
control surfaces impancd pitch, yaw, and speed to the vehicle. Simple dynamics wen  
anploycd to derive appqniate vehicle responses. Actual submarine dynamics were not 
modcled as the simulator was utilized to test mission path planning algorithm's only., 
The CWTent AUV graphics simulator is,an cxtension of a, graduate graphics project 
by D. Marco, R ROgm, and M. S c h w h  (Zyda, McGhe, Kw& 1990).' AUV-SIMl W+ 
the first graphics simulator to utilize the Swimmer's Delivkry Vehicle equations of motion 
as modified by R. B o n d  &mal  1987). Intended to mdel the NPS Autonomous 
Underwater Vehicle, the simulator demonstrated realistic submarine dynamic behavior. 
The simulator incorporated a mouse panel to make adjustments to rpm, rudder, and bow 
planes. The environment was a 120 ft x 6Oft x 8ft swimining pool, the vehicle drawn as a 
six foot submersible with twin smws, stern rudders, bow and stern planes. 
Communications code was added to receive autopilot command conmIs fron A Symboiics 
LISP machine (Nordman 1989). 
The appearance of the graphics AUV was modified to reffect the actual AUV 
being built by the Naval Postgraduate School. Essentially symmezic in shape, A'JV-SLM2 
has eight control surfaces consisting of bow planes, stem pianes, bcw rudders, and stern 
rudders. The swimming pool was redesigned to reflect the appearance of the NPS 
swimming pool when  initial testing of the actual vehicle would take place. The basic "C' 
code was further modulized. The Mission Plmning Expert Systcm was developed on the 
Symbohcs Lisp Machine using the KEE E x p t  Shell resulting in some modifications to the 
"C" communications code (Ong 1989). Although the vehick's appearance reflected the 
actual AUV, the dynamics and geometry reflected the asymmetrical, much larger SDV. 
C. NPSAUV-III 
NPS AW-III is a result of this thesis. While making minor upgndes to the vehicle's 
appearance, the p;imarY contributions w m  a nenginecring of the sofnvan to encapsulate 
the AUV as a rigid body using object oriented programming techniques prmqpcd in LISP. 
The equations of motions and hydrodynamic coefficients wen modified to reflect the 
geometry of the NPS AUV rather than the SDV. Funhernxm, the drag coefficients and 
added-mass coefficients an no longer "hard coded" into the program, but parsed from 
an external file at the program's initiation. These coefficients an modifiable on-line so 
adjustments can easily be made and tested. The revised coefficients can then be saved to an 
external Ale for further rtfinement. The Montmy Bay environment was incorporated to 
allow morc expansive testing of the search algorithms and testing of system dynamics that 
can not be tested within the constraints ot the NPS Pool. 
A record capability exists to develop a script that can be used by the actual vehicle 
during testing. A replay capability exists to reexamine missions, or to test externally 
generated scripts. A didmg scale enables the speed of replay to be adjusted. On line 
suipcharts display changes in velocities and accelerations to be displayed along al l  axes. 
The user interface was designed to allow to display the vehicle's orientation (pitch, 
healing, and roil). - .  
10 
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III. GRAPHICS PIPELINE LOAD REDUCTION TECHNIQUES 
The Silicon Graphics 4Dn40GTX contains four MIPS R3000 CPU's and R3010 RISC 
components. The CPUs run at 25mhz and together execute approximately 80 ellion 
instructions per second (MIPS) achieving four double precision Mops (Ackley 
1989). The graphics architecture is divided into four subsystems: the transformation 
subsystem, scan-cornersion subsystemnster subsystem, ard display subsystim. Of 
interest hen is the oransfomxition subsystem, for this is w h m  the limit is set on the number 
of vertices which can bq generated per second. 
The aansformation subsystem, called the Geometry Enginc, is capable of processing 
400,OOO vertices per second. A single vertex transformation requires approximately 100 
FLOPS. To achieve a frame rate of 1OI-E. for example, we must attempt to pass less than 
40,OOO vertices per frame. 30 % of the Geometry Engine's work is in performing vertex 
transfomhtions, with the remaining work performing operations such as lighting 
calculations and normal uansformations. Since the programmer can k t l y  influence the 
total number of vemces Sent to the Geometry Engine, it is often desirable to cmploy vertex 
reduction techniques when tht  goal is real time graphics display. Some of the  techniques 
used in the NPS AUV simulator arc described below. 
' 
I 
A. MESH DRAWING ROUTINES 
I 
In order to draw the entire Mcntercy Bay database as polygons (mangles), each 
internal vertex needs to be Sent six times, once for each polygon that sharcs the vmex. As 
demonstrated in CCWF, the graphics lib+ function bgmnesh() can greatly improve 
graphics pipeline efficiency. By drawing the area as a series of mesh strips, each internd 
vertcx nccds to be sent only twice to represent the six adjacent polygons, as illustrated in 
Figure 3.1. The vertex infmation is nraintained in two "vertex registers" within the IRIS- 
4D. As a result, the total number of vertices required drops from over 300,000 to slightly 
over 100,OOO. Since the Geometry Engine is capable of 400k vertices per second, it can 
pass 135k mangles per second when using mesh drawing routines. 
The IRISAD VGX models contain th& vertex registers, enabling the vertices to be 
represented as part of a quadrilateral using bgnqsrrip(). TI : function bgnqstripO increases 
the efficiency of the Geometry Engine even further, as loOk quadrilaterals (200k triangles) 
can be drawn per second. In addition, “Q-mesh” provides superior shading and lighting 
over “T-mesh”(Graphics Library 1990). 
Start Mesh Row 2 
a \ 
although vertex -8” is only drawn twice, 
it is part of six separate polygons I 
Start Mesh Row 1 , 
__ ___ 
Figure, 3.1 Mesh Drawing Arivantage 
. .  
B. VARIABLE TERRAIN RESOLUTION 
, Both CCWF and M P S  demonstrated the importance of variable terrain resolution. 
I Since the number of data points available for display increase by with the square of the 
distance from the observer, it is essential that such a reduction be incorporated. By limiting 
the degree of the resolution changes and increasing the number of resolution changes, the 
NPS AUV Dynamic Simulator is able to reduce the rate of v&ex increase from 0 (N *) to 
nearly 0 (N) , with the k:er being approached as the number of *solution levels is 
/ ,  
increased. A major concern with multiple resolutions is "s& handling", or the smooth 
I 
I transition from one resolution to another. The chapter on the VTRA (Variable Terrin 
Resolution Algorithm) addresses, this issuc. Figure 3.2 depicts the effect of decreasing the 
resolution in a binary fashion, while increasing the number of resolution levels between the 
observer and the horizon. 
C. POLYGON CULLING 
The VTRA can be applied in conjunction with culling. The maits of culling have been 
demonstrated in numemus NPS simulators. As an exampfe of the power of 
culling, consider a 60 degree Field of View. If polygons outside the FOV can be culled, 
then a lessened load is placed on the graphics pipeline. Very efficient mesh drawing 
routines now exist, so one must weigh the CPU overhead required of culling, against the 
efficiency of the Geometry Engine. Often, a "rough clip" is superior to fme culling since 
the later must often be done in the mesh drawing loop, with culling conditions checked 
against every vertex. Fine culling was experimented with in the NPS AUV Simulator, and 
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As the horizon increases, the number of vutices 
increases at a rate approaching Order (N) 
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Figure 3.3 is an aerial viewer of the Monterey Bay. The Submarine heading is 045 degrees 
with a fitld of view of +I- 45 degrees. Data outside the FOV is culled 
Figure 33  Monteny Bay Culled 
' 
The culling in the NPS Simulator is similar to the CCWP calling algorithm. Iht tenain 
is Gvided into four sectors, North, South, East, and West. The origin is at the viewer's 
location (in NPS AUV Simulator, the observer need not be at the vehicle). The view 
direction is the vehicle's heading, or the obsemer's viewing azimuth. Sine and Cosine 
lookup tables an mated the first time the Culling routine is activate& h has the notion 
I 15 ' 
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of minimum and maximum rows and columns, usual!j t!?e limit of the database. The NPS 
A W  Simulator simply uses the viewing azimuth to further constrain these limits. For 
example, if ths observer is viewing towards the East sector, then the minimum column can 
immediately be increased to the observer's column. The maxixmm column is already set 
by the horizon limitations. Therefore, the only requirement is to adjust the maximum and 
minimum rows using the view direction, d g v  and left clipping angles, horizon, and 
nigomeaic lookup tables. Figure 3.4 contairis the, pseudocode for culling techniques 
utilized in the NPS A W  Simulator. 
Since the NPS AUV Simulator is essentially 9 flight simulator and 'capable of angular 
accelerations along all three axes, further culling was attempted based upon sine of the 
pitch in conjunction with the altitude and the sine uf the roll in conjunction with the vertical 
field of view. Althoug' this was relatively easy to accomplish, the savings in vertex ' 
generation could not match the additional mathematics involved and system performance 
declined. Thenfore, culling is based upon rotation around the system's "y" axis only 
(heading). With culling activated, the NPS AUV Simulator's frame rate incnased by 2 to 
4 frames pa second depending on number of resolution levels and horizon. 
I .  
I .  
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if (NORTH-SECTOR) ( 
minrow = viewer-row; 
maxow = maximum-row; 
mincol = viewer-col - horizon *tan!left_clipping-azimuth); 
maxcol= viewer-col + horizon * tan(right-clipping-.azimuth); 
I 
If( SOUTHSECI'OR) { 
minrow = minimum-row; 
maxrow = viewer-row; 
mincol = viewer-col - horizon * tan(right-clipping-azimuth); 
maxcol = viewer-col - horizon * tan(left-clipping-azhuh); 
I 
f(EAST-SECTOR) ! 
minrow = vicwer-row + horizon ,' tan(nght-clipping-~~th); 
maxrow = viewer-row + horizon / tan(left-clipping-azi.t,h); 
mipcol= viewer-col; 
maxcol = maximum-col; 
f(WEST-SECTOR) ( 
mintow = viewer-row - horizon / tan(Ieft_clipping-azhuth); 
maxrow = viewer-row - horizon / *:an (rignt,clippin&azimuth); 
maxcol= viewer-col; 
mincol= minimum-col; 
Figure 3.4 Clipping Pseudocode 
The row 2nd column constraims arc'nset by thc ciqping 
routine, and are utilized by VTRA for generaihg terrain. 
IV. VARIABLE TERRAIN RESOLUTION ALGORITHM 
A. BACKGROUND 
As shown in the previous chapter, there is a need to display grid terrain at various 
resolutions if real time simulation is the goal. The variable terrain resolution algorithm 
(VTRA) was initially conceived while conducting research on aerial view techniques for 
the Command and Con,ml Workstation of the F u m ,  and is fully incorporated into the 
NPS AUV Simulator. The algorithm assumes that highest visibility terrain should be drawn 
around the observer, and that the observer's position be selectable, whether inside or 
outside a vehicle. ,The formula requires four inputs: thc cbscrva's horizon, the number of 
resolution levels required, the maximcm resolution levcl required, and system performance 
as meaSurcd by "delta time" (the invene of the system frame rate). 
Based upon the input parameters, VTRA detmnines a grid density for the lowest 
resolution terrain, and draws this terrain from the horizon to In hkzon. The horizon is 
then reset to the 1R horizon, and, the grid density doubled. The function is called 
recursively with the new parameters until maximum density is achieved. This density is 
then drawn to the observer and the algorithm stopping condition achieved.Fip 4.1 
contains the pseudocode for the algorithm as used in the NPS A W  Simulator. 
r* vehicle is a sm~cture containing the vehicle’s state, i.e., orientation, position */ 
;how-tefiain(vehicle) 
Vch-ptr vehicle; 
int start(O] = vehicle’s X position on grid; 
int sml] = vehicle’s Y position on grid; 
int horizon = 128; 
int vert-spacing = 16; 
int max,rts-level~= 1; 
show2~tc1~ain(vehicle, start, horizon, res-level); 
how2,tcrrain(Vehgu vehicle, int star![ 2 1, int horizonjnt vm-spacing) 
Figure 4.1 VTRA Pseudocode 
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B. ADVANTAGES OF USING VTRA 
1. Compatible with DMA Terrain Database 
VTRA will work with any size two dimensional array of grid data. The value of 
using authentic DMA terrain data has been demonstrated in n u m u s  NPG simulators. 
The algorithm was developed using Montercy Bay terrain data received courtesy of the 
Montmy hay Research Institute (MBARI). Figure 4.2 depicts the data structure which was 
originally in values of positive meters and converted to negative feet, When the NPS AUV 
Simulator is activated, the function scun-z-txzy() reads the data into a 2iz x 245 x 3 array. 
The X and Y data is generated based on vertex spacing. Since above ground terrain is 
npnsented with zero elevation data, a random number generator assigns positive values to 
present a discernible coastline. Currently, work is underway to merge Montcny Bay 
haburrain data with DMA tenain data for use with VTRA and subsequent aerial and 
subsurface views of tbc Montmy Bay Coast. 
Figun43VTRA Pscudocodea 
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' 2. Less ft.arqe Requirementz 
VTRA uses an m y  of venex norma!s generatec during program initializatim to 
perform lighting calculations. After the terrain data array is parsed, the NPS AUV 
Simulator uses the function compwe - -  bay normals() to generate vertex ~ormals. Using the 
four adjacent vertices, normals for the four adjoining polygons arc compted From these 
four normals, a find unit vertex nonnal is generated. Unlike previous simulators using 
variable resolution strategies, then is no need to prccompute and pxestore various 
resolution data, only one data set need to be stored. 
3. VTRA improves DMA terrain rendering efficiency 
CCWF research (Weeks 1989) identified the m u n t  of data required to display 
tQTain out to the horizon, typically 26 nautical miles, as a major concern. Using DMA 
1201 x 1201 terrain with 100 yard spacing as an example, we apply the VTRA to display 
the data base out to 26 nautical miles without using 100% of the database. 
Placing the observer in the center of the grid, ass& a horizon of 512 data points 
(51200 yards or 255 nm), we apply the algorithm befort field of view culling. Displaying 
all the data at highest resolution quires (1024 x 1024) or 1.2m vemces. Displaying all the 
data at 1/4 resolution rcquircs (256 x 256) or 64k venices. With the VTRA formula, and 
using 5 ~ l u t i m  levels, only 16L vcnices arc required while providing maximum 
rrsolution out to 3200 yards. This npttsena less than 2.0% of the total available vertices. 
By applying 4 resolution levels, the am of highest resolution is extended out to 6400 yads 
with a vertex a n t  of 26k. less than 3% of the total available vertices. 
When using DMA tenain data, one ccncern is when should another geographic 
cell be read from disk into memory. By extending the horizon, at low resolutions, a distance 
that is a function of the vehicle speed and the amount of time to recover data from storage, 
the horizon boundary can act as a "trigger'* to initiate reading of a particular cell. 
21 
The flexibility of VTRA enables the programmer to emphasize either resolution 
or horizon. A geologist seaming a desert from the air would expect to see geological 
structures in greater detail as he approached the desert floor. As he descends, his horizon 
would decrease with the square r w t  of the altitude. 
There arc Llne factors affecting the total vertex count using VTRA: horizon, 
total number of resolution levels, and maximum resolution level. Each of these factors is a 
m input parameter. 
The horizon is the number of data points extending from the observer that will be 
displayed on the screen. Data within the horizon is depicted after applying proper spacing. 
The horizon must always be a power of 2, i.e., 64, 128,256, etc.. The data spacing factor 
must also be passed s a parameter so the algorithm can convcn the horizQn to pgraphical 
coordinate$. Dccmsm ' g the horizon increases system performance. 
The total number of resolution levels is only limited by available horizon. The 
lowest reso:ution extends from lY2 horizon to horizon, the next lowest from 1/4 horizon to 
1R horizon. The binary reduction continues recursively until the maximum resolution level 
is reached. Data from the observer to the innermost horizon is depicted at maximum 
mlution level Increasing the total number of resolution levels increases workstation 
pufomanct, and dccnasts the total uea of h i m u m  resolution. 
The Maximum resolution le\rel detennines the density that terrain will be rendmd 
closest to the obsuvm. For example, at resolution level one, e v q  data point is represented; 
at resolution level two, every other data point; and at ksolution levei four, every founh 
point Notice that thae is no resolution level three, as VTRA relies upon a binaty reducrion 
of tCrtain rtsolutions. E3ch outer resoldtion area is  I / 2  the density of the inner resolution 
aaea, with Iht iwnnosr resolution area representing the starting density. Therefore, 
I 
lowering the maximum resolution level from one, to two or four, will greatly reduce total 
vertex requirements. 
The defaul parameters of the NPS A W  Simulator are a horizon of 256 data 
I points, total number of resolution levels of four, and a maximum resolution level of one. 
Figure 4.3 depicts a view of Monterty Bay from an altitude of 80 nautical miles. Figure 
4.4 shows the bay drawn as a wiremesh with four VTRA nsoIutions . 
23 
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Figure 4.4 Four Resolutions of Monterey 
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the three controlling factors an input parameters, the progmnmcr can elect 
:tion tb automatically control &esc values. NPS AUV Simulator has such a 
resolwion(), which is activated From the terrain conk01 p a d .  
uv horizon is a function of its “absolute altitude”, i.c+ height above the 
vehicle climbs, the horizon doubles at programmtd intervals. As the vehicle 
xmtainous terrain’*, such as the Monteny Bay Canyon wall, the horizon will 
f to provide better resolution of the terrain. 
ea of maximum resolution beneath the vehicle is inversely proportional to 
rizon, is., as extra vertices arc portrayed by extending the horizon, a 
24 
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reduction of vertices directly below the vehicle takes,place. The trade-off is nearly equal so 
system performance remans almost the s k e .  
The third factor, number of resolution levels, is adjusted as a function of system 
performance. The instant a decrease of performance is detected, whether the cause is 
internal or external to the program, the number df resolution levels is increased easing thc 
graphics pipeline load. Conversely, if the system is running efficiently, the number of 
resolutions is decreased, thus extending the range of higher density terrain rendering. The 
number of resolution levels becomes a function of workstation pcrfoxmance. 
5. VTRA Adjusts to Workstation Upgrades 
By adjusting the input parameters as a function of system performance as was 
done in the NPS A W  Simulator, discussed above, higher p a f o m c e  architectures using 
VTRA will maintain the nal time depiction, and terrain renderkg will automatically 
improve. There is no need to rewrite the program since VTRA can automatically provide 
more realistic ternin nn&zing. 
C. ADDITIONAL VTRA DRAWING CONSIDERATIONS 
1. Seam Filling 
As seen throughout the development of vehicle simulators incorporating a 
variable resolution scheme, making a smooth transition froin one nsolution to anot9er has 
been 8 problem with various solutions. Additional polygon generation and normal 
caculations required to “fill the ;cams’* can degrade system performance. VTRA solved 
this pkblem by sta);ing within the binary reduction recursive routine. NPS AUV Simulator 
seam “stitching” functions will work at any horizon. Rather than filling holes after the 
tcffain has becn generated, the seams are part of the terrain rendering pmess. Mesh 
drawing mutincs always q u i r e  an even number of vertices from within the mesh function. 
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VTR4's stitching requires two vertices per seam for each vertex row scanned, ensuring this 
requiremnt is met. Every stitched vertex uses its precomputed normal for generating 
proper lighting effects. As a result, seams can not be detected as seen in the various terrain 
pictures throughout this paper. 
2. Geographic Referencing 
When drawing terrain at various resolutions, the ckoicc of which points to 
rcpnsent should be a fcnction both relative to the observer ann relative to actual geographic 
position. In the original NFS AUV design, the points displayed were relative onZy to the 
I .  
observer. As a result, resolution level 4, for example, would "shift" the vertices displayed 
resulting in a rippling movement as the vehicle progrcsd. Steady terrain was generated, 
by depicting only those vertices whose row 96 four and col % four equaled z m .  
Geographic rer"crencing is also required in the seam drawing algorithm to ensure smooth 
blending from one resolution to another. 
3. Inner Horizon Blocking Of Draw Routine 
Revious simulators discovered problems when trying to place a small "high 
nsolution carpet" over a lower resolution such 3s valleys being "sliced" by the undcriying 
lower resolution plane. To ensure this doesn't happen; and to greatly reduce vertex 
generation, drawing of all data from horizorzJ2' to the obsmeris blocked, for each horizon 
in the recursive call except for the highest resolution which continues all the way to the 
obscrva. 
4. ViewerPerspective 
Resolution should be based on the observer position, not a vehicle's position. 
Therefore, the program s!ould track the observers coordinates, as these are the coordinates 
'\ ' 
'. 
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the VTRA will base the recursive stopping condition, i.e., the center of high resolution 
display. 
5. TERRAIN FEATURES 
Drawing with mesh routines and lighting has generatedreaktic looking terrain in 
recent sirx,dators. However, without the checkerboard effect, motion is difficult to sense. 
Terrain smctures or vegetation can help provide this effect. This is evident in NPSNET 
which lises ground cover and strucf~res to aid with the sense of motion. 
While displaying features on highest resolution terrain does not cause a problem, 
at lower resolution the item may rest on a vertex not displayed, causing polygons to slice 
through the structure. A possible solution in VTRA is to modify the algorithm to display 
highest resolution terrain “patch” when any s m c m  exists. The mw scanning process can 
make this an easily incorporated feature. 
D. YTRA BENCHMARKING 
These figures wen taken from the NPS A W  Simulator with the Simulator’s “culling” 
feature disabled. The vehicle was operated from a “Cockpit View” so that the vehicle’s 
polygons were not drawn. The Simulator was run on a Silicon Graphics, Inc., IRIS 4D/ 
24OVGX Workstation rated 60 MIPS and 16 M FLOPS using a l l  four processors. The 
benchmarks were taken using single processor mode. 
Figure 4.5 shows the effect of decreasing the maximum nsolution levels has on frame 
ratc. These c m e s  wen: obtained using a horizon of 128 data points (approximately 14 nm). 
Since 128 may only be reduced six times while maintaining sufficient vertices to generate 
a mesh at the highest resolution level, frame rate begins to decline after six reductions. 
Each reduction of maximum resolution requirement gains an extra 3 to 4 frames per second. 
The effect of Culling shows an extra 2 to 3 frames per second when using five resolutions 
with a maximum resolution of four. 
' Figure 4.6 contains a table of measurements of frame rates for various horizon and 
~llmber of resolution combinations., This table proved useful in developing the AUV 
' auto-resolution algorithm. Measurements weF taken using a maximum resolution of one 
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BY using the fornula 
Number-ResolutionJ.cveion,ttvels- 1 Horizon = 2 
a fiaxne rate of approximately 10 may be achievd for most horizons. 
Figure 4.6VTRA Per;formance Figures 
, .  
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V. AUV DATA STRUCTURE 
A. IS TdODUCTIOhl 
When deve!oping the NPS A W  Simulator, the goal was to incorporate object oriented 
features into the data suucture. The auv data structure inherits its characteristics through 
the use of “C” language pointers. 
The auv structure contains five pointers to substructures. The AUV-Polygons structure 
“poly” contains pointers :o the vehicle’s polygons encapsulated in the NF‘GS “OFF‘ 
format (Munson 1989). The Dynumic-Smcrure “dyn” contains slots required to compute 
polygon (vertex) transformations from accelerations. The Vehicle-Geometry structure 
“geo” contains information relative to a specific vehicle such as the mass matrix. 
Information in the mass mauix is used to complite the vehicle accelerations h m  the 
vehicle forces. Tne Swfaccj smchrn “surf‘ contains slots depicting the state of the 
vehicle’s external control surfaces; rudders, fins, and thrusters. The C 4 c i c n u  structure 
contains items specific to the submarine such as hydpiynamic coefficients which 
determine, among other things, how much force a given fin deflection will generate, or how 
much cddcd ntarj needs to be applied to the vehicle during accelerations. Figure 5.1 depicts 
the essentials of the’auv smctuft. 
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typedef smct ( 
AUV-POLYGONS p l y ;  
DYNAMIC-STRUCTURE dyn; 
VEHICLE-GEOMETRY geo; 
COEFFICIENTS coee  
/ * auv objects (polygons) */ 
/* forces, torques, accelerations */ 
P hydro cotfficienrs suuct*/ 
/* vehicle geometry smct */ 
SURFACES s d ,  /* fin and prop deflections */ 
) Submarine *Sub-pG 
~~ ~ 
Figure 5.1 AUV Data Structure 
B. AUV - POLYGONS STRUCTURE 
The CurrCnt NPS Object File Format dots not support articulated bodies. 
Transformation may only be applied to the entire objccr, although work is c m n t l y  
underway to add this capability. The AUV tias fifteen separate moving objects; six 
propellers, eight fins, and the hull. The submarine can be built From the Seven OBJECIS 
contained in the AW-Polygons suuctur~ depicted in Figure 5.2. These OBJECTS an 
. 
parsed into the sfnrcnut from an external file at program initialimtion. 
typadcfstruct ( 
OBJECT *hullobj; /* pn to hull polygons */ 
OBJECT *sttm_planeobj; P p a  to stem polygons */ 
OBJECT *bowglantobj; P p a  to bow polygons *t 
OBJECT W o b j ;  /* p a  to rudder polygons */ 
OBJECT * l e f t p p b j ;  P p a  to I-prop plygons */ 
OBJECX *n-propobj; P p a  to r-prop polygo~s */ 
OBJECr *thrustmbj; /* p a  to thksta polygons */ 
I 
I ) AUV-POLYGONS; 
~- 
Figure 5.2 AUV Polygons Structure 
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2. DYNAMICS STRUCTURE 
The dynamics s m c m  contains all the essential items for computing the vehicle's 
dynamics md kinematics, which is more thoroughly covered in the next chapter. However. 
a brief expl&ation of some of the slots in Fig= 5.3 will be cover& here. 
~ ~~ 
typtdef struct ( 
float delta-timq 
float forces[6]; 
float mminv[ 6] [a; 
float acctlerations[6]; 
float velocity[6]; 




float pitch, heading, roll; 
] DYNAMIC-STRUCTURE; 
J* time between updates */ 
/* forces & moments */ 
P invcrsemassmatrix */ 
P udot, vdot, wdot */ 
P u*v*w,p,qJ */ 
/* for body axis rotation */ 
/* rotations and translations */ , 
P for Cockpit View */ 
P phi. theta, psi +/ 
Figure 5.3 Dynamic Structure 
1. Delb-time 
In A w l  and AUVZ delta-time was set at 0.5, regardless of the system frame 
rate. To pomay accurate R+I time dynamics, the system clqck must be used AUV III 
records the delta time just before each swapbuffcr and may be less than .05 (over 20 frames 
per second). The value is utilized when integrating the accelerations and velocities. The 
mums the time (float seconds) since the function was 
I .  
. ,  
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struct cms spot-time; 
static float oldtime; 
float newtirpe, 
static int timestarted = False; 
float time-difference; 
newtime = (float)times(&spot-time)/(float)HZ; 
/* structure from t i m . h  */ 
P convm clock ticks to seconds using HZ */ 
if(!timcstarted) ( 
1 
time-difference = newtim- 
oldtime = newtime; 
timestarted = True; 
I* first reading will be set to zero *I 
oldtime; 
oldtime = newtime; 
retum (timc-dif€crcnce); 
1 
, 1  
Figure 5.4 Delta Time Routine 
2. Forces 
This dot contains an array of the forces and moments produced from the equations 
of motions, which arc more thoroughly discussed in the next chapter. The’ force vector is 
I multiplied by the inverse mass manix to obtain the accelerations. 
3. InverseMasMatrix 
The inverse mass matrix is detcfinined at program initialization after the mass 
matrix has been created. The mass matrix is invetted through Gaussian elimination 
techniques in AUV III. In the prcvious AUV Simulators, h e  inverse mass matrix for the 
SDV was formulated using a Fortran program and then hard coded into the simulator code. 
The Gaussian elimination routine is shown in Figure 5.5. 
35 , 
(k l t f i  scan(var, lower, W r )  foflvadower, varcupper, varcc! 
matrix_inverse2(IN_MATRIX. INVERTED-MATIUX, SIZE) 




int index4, m, COl=o* m o t - r o ~ /  
float *TEMP, factor, row-factor, 
TEMP = (Ooat**)n~~alloc(SIZE siztof(float+*)); 
sc;ra(row,osME) { 
I* allocate memory 7 
P CIwtc temporary augmented matrix */ 
TEMPIrow] = (float *) malloc(2 * SIZE sizeof(8oat)); 
, scan(c0l.0, SIZE) 1 
~ r o a r P c o l l =  IN-IMAnwqrOw SEE + col]; 
TEMqm][col+ SIZE] = 0.0; 
Figure 53 Matrix h v t m  Routine .' 
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4. H-mtrix 
The homogeneous transform matrix (H-mamx) contains the information required 
to perform polygon transformations. One format for the H-mamx is shown in figure 5.6 
which results from a yaw followed by pitch, then a roll. The transposejof this particular 
matrix for robotic applications is found in (Fu 87) 
Q -+ roll 
0 --+pitch 
w -+ Yaw 
dk + Xposition 
dy + Yposition 
dz + Zposition 
Figure 5.6 Homogeneous Transfarm Matrix 
By loading the vehicle's H-matrix onto the transformation stack prior to drawhg 
the vehicle, proper vehicle orientation results. In Chapter 6, we see s e v d  uses of the H- I .  
1 
matrix in graphics applications. An incremental H-matrix is obtained from incremental 
rotations and translations using the Graphics Library functions calls rotare() and 
nanrlate0. The IRIS 4D uses a right hand coardinate system with X axis left to right, Y 
axis bottom to top, and negative 2 axis into the m e n .  The vehicle coordinate system is 
shown in Figure 5.7. To utilize O F  objects on the IRIS with minimum confusion, the 




Figure 5.7 Yehide Coordinate System 
Is is often useful to switch to a "Cockpit" or "Camera" view while operating 
vehicle. The function wanrposc_manix() creates a 7'-matrix" from the H-matrix t 
transposing the upper left 3 x 3 rotation sub-manix, and by reversing the sims of tl 
translations. An examination of the H-matrix meals that such a uansposition pxuducc 
d o n s  opposite that of vehicle rotations. When flying straight and level, a bank to tl 
right has the effect of tilting the horizon to the left. 
I .  
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D. VEHICLE GEOMETRY STRUCTURE 
The Vehicle Geometry structure contains information that is peculiar to that type of 
vehicle. For example, center of buoyancy information is used for ships whereas wingspan 




typedef sauct ( 
float mass; /* weight / gravity */ 
float height; /* to compute mass */ 
float buoyancy; /* will equal gravity */ 
float length; /* dimensions in feet */ 
float slice[31[9]; /* length, width, height xsection */ 
float AO; /* prop area */ 
float xg, yg, zg; /* distance cg from rotation axis */ 
float xb, yb, zb; /* distance cb from rotation axis */ 
float ix, iy, iz; P symmetric moments of i n c h  */ 
float ixy, ixz, iyz; /* asynumtric moments of inertia */ 
float mm[6][6]; /* mass ITIiitrjx */ 
) VEHICLEGEOMETRX 
Figure 5.8 Geometry Structure 
The mass matrix is a function of mass, added mass coefficients, center of gravity (xg, 
yg, zg), moments of inertia (ix, iy, k), products of inertia (ixy, ixz, iyz), water density(rho), 
and vehicle length. At progrsm initiation, the added mass coeiTiciems arc nad imo the 
adcted mass coefficient array (see Coefficient Structun blow). Using these coefficients 
mi (he other aforementioned parameters, the mass matrix is created by the function 
compute mass matrix0 using the mass matrix equations outlined in (Bancal 1987). The 
mass matrix was "hard coded" into AUV2 using the SDV parameten. b AUV Ur, the 
- - 
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parameters are read in at program initialization so the simulator can be run with my 
geometry. In addition, the AUV 111 parameters have been modified to reflect the 
submarines symmetry and size. 
2. Other AUV Geometry Considerations 
The propeller cross-sectional area, AO, is used in the AUV's equations of motion. 
Since the AUV is considered a rigid body, the various forces can be represented as three * 
disctet forces along the vehicle axes, and the moments as three discreet moments around 
these axes. These equations are discussed in Chapter 6. 
In AUV 111, the buoyancy and weight are of equal magnitude. The greater the distance 
between the center of gravity and center of buoyancy, more stable but less maneuverable, 
is the submarine Using dynamic consnainrs as discussed in (Banel, Bam 1988), one may 
implement constraints by introducing farces into the model to simulate actual vehicle 
behavior. In AUV m, by artificially increasing the weight as the vehicle broaches the , 
surface, the equations of motion generate a pitch down motion followed by a vehicle 
levelling out, preventing a "flying" AUV. 
The "slice" matrix is used in the dynamics package to help compute cross flow drag. 
Nine cross sectional measurements w m  taken of the AUV for the matrix. C m s s  flow drag 
is integrated over the length of the vehicle using the trapezoidal mle.with respect to height 
or width. - 
E. COEFFICIENTS STRUCTURE 
The Coefficients structure is shown in Figure 5.9: 
40 
typedef struct { /* contains hydro coefficients */ 
/* vehicle x axis movement */ 
/* vehicle y axis movement */ 
/* vehicle z axis movement */ 
/* angular abou* z axis */ 
/* angular about x axis */ 
float surge[6][6]; 
float sway[6] [6]; 
float heave[6][6]; 
float roll [6] [6]; 
float pitch[6] [6]; 
float yaw[6][6]; 
float added_mass[6][6]; /* added mass effects during acceleration */ 
floats fin-surge:6][4]; 
float h[6][4]; 
char *surge-varhblcs[ 63 [6]; 
char *sway_variabks[6][6]; 
char *heave_variables[6][6]; 
char *roll-variabies[ 6][ 61; 
char *pitch_variables[6][6]; 
char *yaw_variabIes[6][6]; 
char *added-mass-variables[ 61 [ 61; 
char *fin,surgeyariables[6][4]; 
char *fin,variables [6] [4]; 
/* angular about y axis */ 
/* fin movement & vehicle movement */ 
/* nquircd for file regenerations *; 
/* fin only */ 
) COEFFICIENTS, *co-m; 
Figure 5.9 Cocflicient Structure 
W e  accurate hydrocoefficients arc often obtained at& exhaustive tow tank 
experiments, the SDV coefficients wen obtained through geomtrical analysis (Smith 
1978). In A W  III, the coefficients w e n  modified to exclude the effects of the third 
propeller and large skeg on the SDV. Again, in AUV2, the coefficients wen "hard coded" 
and included only those coefficients thought to bc affecting the A W .  In A W  III, a full set 
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of coefficients are included enabling configuration changes (size, conkol surfaces, 
propellers, etc.) to be immediately run on the simulator. 
Coefficient files can be loaded into the simulator, modified on-line, tested, and saved 
for reuse. While the added mass coefficients were utilized in the development of the mass 
ma&, the remaining coefficients are utilized in the equations of motion. Since the A W  
is somewhat symmetrical, most of the off-diagonal t e r n  should be approximately zero. 
Figure 5.10 shows the on-line panel for modifying pitch coefficients. The coefficient can 
be decoded using the foliowing: , 
x = surge 
Y =Sway 
Z = Heave 
K =  Roll 
M = Pitcn 
N = Yaw 
For example, MUV is the coefficient that determines how much pitch force is induced 
when the vehicle undergoes a surge with a sway. The coefficients should be modified after 
each in-water testing of the vehicle. 
The coefficient fdes are similar to ordinary "C" language header ffles and, in fact, may 
be hard coded at any time. The data struchm'ncords the name of the coeffioienr so that the 
fde may be properly testructurcd in this "C" format when saving any changes. 
F. SURFACESSTRUCIWtE , 
The Surfaces structure contains the status of all, oa?r*rtls surfaces of the vehicle. The 
fin deflections and thruster rpms an inputs to the equations of motion. Wh& the AUV has 
slots for eight fin deflections, enabling independent fin surface control, the *cumnt 
equations do not support this mode. The bow and stem control surfaces are cmpled as are 
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the left and right main thruster. The hovering thrusters are not yet modeled in the equations. 
Figure 5.1 1 depicts the Surfaces structure. 
typedef struct ( 
float deflect[8]; 
float rpm[6]; 
/* eight control surfaces */ + 
/* two mains and six thrusters */ 
float prop-&p[6]; /* rotations in one &me */ 
) SURFACES; 
Figure 5.11 Control Surfaces Structure 
I .  
VI. AUV DYNAMICS 
A. INTRODUCTION 
1. Dynamics, Animation, and Simulation 
With the advent of ~ G U  ast, powerful graphic workstations, animatingrigid body 
motion through dynamic equaasns of motion is becoming an attractive alternative :o 
traditional graphics animation techniques such as inverse kinematics, keyframing, and gual 
directed subsystems (Sturman 1987). While the teim “simulation” instead of “animation” 
suggests a shift of control from the animator to the underlying physics, tt+ need not be the 
case. The DY-’:AMO system at Cornell University allows the animator to maintain control 
of linked f i p s  in the dynamic simulator thrmgh use of kinematic constraints and 
predefined behavior functions (Isaacs 1987). For the animator or “simuIatur”, S t m a n  
suggests that dynamics may be the best way to achieve realistic motion. Jane Wilhelms 
(Wilhelms 1987) also cites a number of reasons to use dynamics. ’ 
a. Resmct motions to those which are rkalistic. , 
b. Portrays complex motion with minimal user input. 
c. D)bmic cotwraints can be automatically imposed. 
d, Move complex bodies in a3n;itural way. 
2. How to Employ Dynamics 
Wilhelms itemizes the se?s required to derive object motion fmm dynamics. 
Though general in nature, they reflect the procedure used in Cornell’s DYNAMO system 
as well as the NPS A W  Simulator. They m: 
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a. Build d p d c  equations of motion 
b. Solve equations for forces andsaccelerations. 
c. Determim velocities and positions through integration. 
’ d. Update the object’s state. 
Dynamic constraint checks should be accomplished after step “c”. For instance, 
one constraipt may be that the AUV never “fly” out of the water. Rather than using 
kinematic consuakts, i.e., n6 translations above ztrd alti*e, we would shift the center of 
buayancy towards the aft of the vehicle, and then resolve for the equations of motion. The 
equations would recogize the lower bthoyancy moment, and the resultant greater weight 
moment would cause the vehicle to pitch down into a dive. If the bow and stern planes were 
not readjusted, thert would be a w i s i n g  effect, and the vehicle would remain 
constrained in its environment. 
B. AUV EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
The original sets of equathns of motion for the AUV wefc adapted fiom the submarine 
equations of motion for the Swimmer’s Delivery Vehicle (Boncal 1987). Modifications to 
’ the equations included (1) integral formulation of viscous crossflow forces and moments; 
(2) dtcoupling of the bow and stefn planes < 3) decoupling of the left and right bow planes. 
In AUV IXI, the v i m s  CFOSS flow formula was remodified and the third (off axis) propeller 
was removal. 
- 
1. V i  Crossilow Forces 
In order to compute the viscous flow compohents, nine cfoss-slice measurements 
were taken of the AUV. Crossflow components wen then calculated by integrating the 
calculations Over the length of the vehicle as shown in Figun 6.1. 
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Mefine x9 auv->geo.slice(O] /* nine auv height, width measurements */ 
Mefine br auv->geo.slice( 1) 
Mefine hh auv->geo.slice( 21 
Mefine num-pts 9 
Mefine swayterm (W + x9[k] * RR) 





f Ioat m o w  ,czflow, ucqnum-pts], vcch 1 [num-pts], vcch2[num-pts] 
trapetoidal(),vtcv1 [num-pts),vccv2[num-pts 1; 
for (ka, kaum-pts; k++) ( 
ucf?K] = f sqn( (swaytm swayterm) + (heaveterm heaveterm)); 
if(ucf(k] >= 1.e-10) ( 
@ow = f-cdy * hh(k) * swaytmn * swayterm; 
d o w  = f-cdz bdk] heavetenn heavetenn; 
vechl[k) = (czflow + f l o w )  swaytenn / ucffk]; 
vtcy 1 [k] = (czfiow + MOW) heaveterm / ucflk]; 
vech2[ k] = vech 1 [ k] x9[ k]; 
vtcyt[k] = vecy 1 [ k] * x9[ k); 
1 el= ( 
1 
f-heave = f-pitch = f-sway = f j a w  = 9 
mum; 
1 
f-heave = (trapezoidal(num-pts, vecv 1, x9)*f-hdZ.)* (-1); 
f g i t c h  = (Papczoidal(num_prs, vecv2, x9)*f-rhd2.); 
f-sway = (PapczoidaI(num-pts, vechl, x9)*f-hdl.)* (-1); 
f a a w  = (aptzoidal(num_pts, vech2, x9)*f_rhd2.)* (-1); 
) P end compute drag force */ 
float trapnoidal(poinu, vel-array, distance) 
int p in t s ;  float vel-arrayn , distance(]; 
( 
float m s w q  int i j  Jr; 
j = points answer = 0.0, 
for (ia0, kj-1; i+t) ( 
answer +- (3 ((vel,array(i)+vel~~y[i+l]) 





Figure 6.1 Vsscwl, Drag Force and Moments 
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2. Equations Format 
The Submarine equations have a standard format as shown in (Boncal 1987). 
Figure 6.2 is the header file used to maintain the format while using the AUV data structure. 
F i p s  6.3 through 6.9 arc the curnnt AUV equations. 
(wefine f-L aw->geo.length 
#define UU auv->dyn.vel[O} 
Wdefine W aw->dynvel[ 11 
#define WW auv->dpvel[2) 
#define PP auv-xipvel[ 3 J 
#define RR auv->dynvel[5] 
Mefinc phi aw-xoll/57.3 
#define theta aw->pitch/57.3 
Wdefinc psi auv->headin@!57.3 
w d e h  f-rh 1.94 Paw-> rho density of wafer */ 
(wefinc QQ a;n->dyrrvel[4] 
P nmdimensiorulizcd coefficiaus for use with equations of motion */ 
(Meiurt ndC5tfloalXf-moR f-L f,L f-L f,L * f-L) 
wdednc ndUl(tloat)(f-W f-L f,L * f-L f,L) 
ndc3((am)(f-moR f-L f,L f-L) 
*fine ndc2(float)(f,man * f-L f-L) 
Figure 6.2 Equations ol Motion Header , 
xwdb UU * WW f-db + P tm 
xqds,* UU QQ f-ds + /+ stem 
xqdb UZJ QQ * f-db+P bow 
xdsds UU UII f-ds f-ds+ 
xdbdb UU LU f-db f-db i 
xdrdr UU CW f-dt f-dr+, 
acceleration-factor); /L rpn & SUI 
f - > d ~ [ ~  = 0.0,/" abs~ flow dr; 
Figure 63 S 
. .  
I ,  
plane L SUae-& heave */ 
plane & surge & heave */ 
ant L surpe & pitch */ 
ant & srye & heave */ 
stem pilane & suae 9 , 
bow plarlr & surgc */ 




'gc; Equatioq of Molion 
i . 
, 
compu te_swayforce( auv,f) 
Substr auv; 
TForcc f ;  
{ 
f->Newton-Euler(Yl= P sway force due to */ 
- f-xg * PP QQ P center of mass effects */ 
+ f j g  (RR * RR +PP * PP) 
- f-zg * QQ * RR); 
f->hydro_angular_anguldW = P sway force due to */ 
ndc4 @pq * PP * QQ +P roll & pitch */ 
yqr * QQ RR); P pitch & yaw */ 
f->hydro,linear-angularfyl= P sway force due to */ 
ndc3 * (f,yp W PP +P surge &roll */ 
f-yr W RR +P surge &yaw */ 
yvq * VV * QQ + P sway & pitch */ 
ywp * WW P P + P  heave &roll */ 
y w *  WW * RR); P heave &yaw */ 
f->hydro,linear_lincar(ear[Y1 =P sway force due to */ 
ndc2 (fw * W W +P suqe&sway */ 
yvw*W*WW+psway&heave* /  
f - m  * (WW * PP- UU R R P  inertial effects */ 
y& uu w * f-dr); P rudder& surge */ 
f->dragr() = I ,  
f-sway; P viscous left & right cross flow drag */ 
f->hydro_staticr() - P wieght, buoyancy, pitch angle, 1-011 angle */ 
(f,Weight-boy) COS-THETA * SIN-PHI, 
I 
' , I  
Figure 6.4 Sway Equation of Motion 
- ,  
. .  





f->Newton-Eul~Z] = P heave force due to */ 
f-mass * (vv * QQ - W * PP /* inertial effects */ 
- f-xg * PP * RR P center of mass effects */ 
- f v g  * QQ * RR 
+ f-zg * (PP * PP + QQ * QQ)); 
f ->hydro_angukanguI~Z]  = /* heave force due to */ 
ndc4 * (zpp * PP * PP + /* roil */ 
zpr PP * RR +P roll & yaw */ 
m RR * RR); P yaw */ 
f->hyQo,linear-anguIar(ar[Z1= P heave force due to */ 
ndc3 * (f-zq * UU * Qcz + /* surge & pitch */ 
zvp* W * P P + P s w a y & m l l * /  
z v r * W * R R ) ; P s w a y & y a w * /  
f->hydm-linear-lincar(Zl = P heave force due to */= 
ndc2 * (f-m * W WW + P surge & heave */ 
m * W * W + P s w a y ~ /  
zds * UU *UU f-ds +P stern plane &surge */ 
zdb * UU UU * f-db); I* bow plane & surge */ 
f->dragrn = 
f-heave; P viscous up/down cross flow drag */ 
f->hydro,static[Z) = P buoyancy, weight, pitch, roil angle*/ 
(f-weight-boy) COS-THETA*COS-PHI; 
) P end heave */ 
, 
Figure 6 5  Heave Equation of Motion 
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compute-mll-moment(auv,f) 
S u b s  auv; 
TForce f ;  
I 
f->Newton-Euler[K] = 
(f-iy - f-iz) QQ * RR - P moment of inertia effects */ 
f-ixy PP RR + P product of inertia effects */ 
f - k  PP QQ + 
f-iyz (QQ * QQ - RR * RR) 
+ f-mass * (fJg * (UU * QQ - W * PP) - /+ center of mass effects */ 
I .  
f-zg * WW * PP+ uu * RR); 
f->hydro-angular-angulularIK] = P roll moment due to */ 
ndd * (kpq PP QQ +P roll & pitch */ 
kqr QQ RR); P pitch & yaw */ 
f->hydro-lincar-angular(K] = P mll moment due to */ 
ndc4 * (f-kp uu * pP+P suxge & roll */ 
f-kr* W RR+P w e  & yaw */ 
kvq W * QQ +P sway & pitch */ 
kwp WW PP+ P heave & roll */ 
kwr WW l3.R ); P heave & yaw */ 
f->hydro,linw_line~frfK] = P roll moment d N  to */ 
ndc3 ( f -h  WU W + P surge &'sway */ 
kvw W WW+P sway & heave */ 
f k p p  W UU); P surge & pop factor */ 
f->drag(K] = 0.0, /* roll drag ~fftas */ 
f->hydro,static[K] = /. pitch, roll, buoyancy, weight */ 
(fa * boy - f-zg f-wight) s~I,P;HI; 
)PtndrOll*/ 
( f . g  f,Weight - fJb b y )  * COS-THETA * COS-PHI + 
Figure 6.6 Roll Equation of Motion 
\ 
' t  





f->Newton-EdedM] = P pitch moment due to */ 
(f-iz - f-ix) * PP * RR + P moment of inertia */ 
f-ixy * QQ * RR - P product of inertia */ 
f-iyz * PP * QQ + 
f-ixz (RR RR + PP * PP) 
+ f-mass * (f-xg * (W * PP + UU * QQ) + P Center of mass effects */ 
f-Zg * (W RR - WW QQ); 
f->hydm-angular_angulular[M]= P pitch moment due to */ 
ndd*(mpp*PP*PP+,pml l* /  
mpr * PP * RR + P  roll & yaw */ 
mn*RR*RR);I+yaw*/ 
f->hydro-linear-angulularIM] = P pitch moment due to */ 
ndd (f-mqs* W QQ + P surge & pitch */ 
mvp * W l??+ P sway & roll*/ 
mvr * W * RR); P sway & yaw */ 
f->hydro-lincar-linear[M] = P pitch moment due to */ 
ndc3 (f-mw UU WW +P surge &heave */ 
m w * W * W + p z r w a y * /  
mds UU * UIJ * f -&+P stem plane & surge */ 
mdb W * UU * f-db); P bow plane & surge */ 
f->drag[M] = 
f d t c h ;  P up/down viscous drag moment *I 
f->hydmSratic[Ml= P buoyancy, weight, pitch, IOU*/ 
(f-xb * boy - f-xg f-weight) C O S - m A  * COS-PHI 
+ ((f-zg - f-zb) * (f-weight-boy)) * SIN,THETA; 
) P end pitch */ 






f->Newton-EulerINl= P yaw moment due to */ 
(f-ix - f-iy) PP * QQ P moment of inertia */ 
+ f-ixy * (PP * PP - QQ * QQ) P products of inertia */ 
- f-ixz * QQ RR 
+ f-iyz PP * RR 
+ f-mass * (f-xg * (vv * RR + WW * PP) P cenen of mass effects */ 
' I  
-fJg * (WW * QQ- W * RR)); 
f->hydro-angular_angular(N] = P yaw moment due to */ 
ndc5 * (npq * PP * QQ + /* roll & pitch */ 
nqr * QQ * RR); P pitch & yaw */ 
f->hydm-liiar-angularm = P yaw moment due to */ 
ndc4 * (f-np UU * PP+P surge & roll */ 
Lnr* UU RR + P surge & yaw */ 
nvq W QQ + P sway & pitch */ 
nwp* WW PP+P heave & roll */ 
nwr * WW * RR); P heave & yaw */ 
f->hydro-har-UneNIVJ = P yaw moment due to */ 
ndc3 (f-nv W * W + P surge & sway */ 
n d  *W * WW+ P sway & heave */ 
ndr * W UU * f-dr + P surge,& rudder */ 
finsmp uu *'w; r surge B prop *I 
f-rhydm-staticN = P buoyancy, weight, pitch, roll *I 
+ ( f j g  * f-weight - f j b  boy) S I N - m A ;  
} /* end yaw */ 
(f-xg * f-weight - f-xb * boy) * COS-THETA * SIN-PHI 
I 
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C. SOLVING FOR FORCES, TORQUES, & ACCELERATIONS 
The six equations (Figures 6.3 - 6.8) are subdivided into six sub-equations. The first, 
“Newton-Euler”, =e inertial forces or moments resulting from velocities, moments and 
products of inertia, as well as force creaIed since the center of &s is not at the cente: of 
the AUV’s coordinate system (center of buoyancy). I 
The second set “angular-angular” are forces generated due to rotational velocities 
around the other two axes. The third set “angular-linear” are forces generated due to a 
combination of an angular velocity and a linear velocity. The fourth sub-equation solves for 
the force created when two linear velocities are combined. 
The fifth sub-equation shows the force generated due to cross-flow drag as discussed 
earlier in the chapter. The sixth set are forces due to hydrostatic effects caused by the offset 
of the center of buoyancy from the center of gravity. 
One force or torque is generated for each degree of freedom and placed into a six 
element force vector. The vector is post-multiplied by the inverse mass matrix to produce 
, I  
a six element acceleration vector (Figure 6.9). 





for (j+, j<6; j++) ( 
for (k+, k<6; k++) ( 
1 
auv->dyn.acclj] += auv->dyn.mminvlj][k] * auv->dyn.forces[k]; 
1 
Figure 6.9 Solving for Accelerations 
. I 
I .  
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D. SOLVING FOR VELOCITIES & POSITION CHANGES 
The are many integration methods available for deriving positional information from 
the acceleration vector. One of the most accurate but more complex and slower is the 
Runglo-Kmu Method (Wilhelms 1987). On 'the other end of the spectrum is the Euler 





Figure 6.10 Velocity Curve 
The Euler method samples the velocity at a given point, assumes a constant 
velocity,'and calculates a fitntrc position according to the equation below. The calculation 
pl = p O + v O . 6 2  
works well for very small delta times, but can be cmncous at higher intervals. During non- 
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graphicaPALJV dynamic calculations, where real time is not an issue, the delta times can 
be very small indeed. Preliminary AUV dynamic tests used delta times of 1 msec. AUV 
SIM2 needed to approximate the graphical frme rate to get realistic motions and used a 
- 
# delta time of 0.5 seconds in conjunction with the Euler Method. AUV SIM 111 uses the 
system time to get an accurate delta time, usually between 0.1 and 0.15 seconds. It was 
felt that even this interval was too great for the Euler Method, so the Modfled Euler Method 
(Spiegal 1988) was adopted. In the modified method, a predicted average velocity, rather 
than an initial velocity is used. The average velocity is calculated based on the acceleration 
at sample time, and the equation now becomes: 
pl = p o + v o *  6 t +  ( U O .  ( t i t )* ) /? ,  







static int dtr = 573; /* degree to radian conversion (SGI uses 10th~) */ 
for ( i e ,  ice i++) ( 
auv->dyn.vel[i] += auv->dyn.delta-t * auv-xtyn.acc[i]; 
auv->dyn.pos-change[i] = 
((auv-xiyn.delta-t * auv-xiyn.vcl[i]) + 
(auv->dyn.delta-t * auv->dyn.delta-t * 
auv->dyn.acc[i) / 2.0)) ; - 
if (b2) auv->dyn.pos,change[i] *= da; 
I 
I 
Figure 6.11 Velocity and Position Change Routine 
getmatrix(). 
void get-incremental-H. matrix-from-posiron-c hanges (auv) 




rotate(-(Angle~auv->yn.~s~c~ange[S]~ ‘y’); /* yaw */ 
rotate( (Anglc)auv-xlyn.pos-chmgt[4], ‘x’); /* pitch */ ’ 
rotate(-(Ang1e)auv->yn.ps-chmge[ 31, ‘d); /* toll */ 
getmapix( auv->yn.incnmental-H-rnatrix); 
Pop=@iXo; 0 
Figure6.12 Transforming to World Coordinates 
a Rotation Order Matters 
1987), and most readily adapts to aircraft motions. This may be because rolls usually have 
the highest Euler Angle rates, and yaws usually have the lowest rates. We do not wish to 
have the rolls altered by follow on rotations. Shoemake makes an argument for the use of 
quaterr‘ms instead of Euler Angles for modeling transformations. With quaternions, 
rotation order is not afuctor. Although it is possible to convert between quaternions and 
matrices, Shoemake describes such a process as “ill-defined”. The quaternion 
representation for rotations is 
Rot ( n , 0 )  
where tile f i n d  orientation is a rotation of angle theta around a single axis n. (Fu 87). The 
use of quaternions for the AUY flight simulation is a moot point in that the IRIS 4D 
software and hardware is based on 4 x 4 transformation matrices. 
b. Vehicle Coordinate System Alignment 
Further examination of Figure 6.12 reveals that an AUV yaw occurs around 
the vehicles ‘Y axis or the “y” axis on the world coordinate system. The difference in the 
coordinate systems was described earlier in the chapter, but is amplified here. The AUV 
object was developed external to the NPS Simulator, when called ixxo die program, the 
vehicle’s positive “x” axis is aligned with the world coordinate system’s “4’ axis. The 
vehicles “y” axis is aligned with the world’s “x” axis. Although not necessary, it would be 
less confusing to someone reviewing the code if the vehicle was rdesigned to be ihirially 
aligned with the IRIS 4D world coordinate system. 
2. Revising the Homogeneous Transform M i t r i x  
l k  incremental transformation is converted to a d d  coordinates in the routine 
shown in Figure 6.13, where the vehicle's homogenous transformation mamx is updated. 
~~~~ ~ 
void update-H-maaixJYom-incremental_changes(auv) 




multmaaix(auv->dyn.H-mamx); /* old rotations & translations */ 
multmamx(auv->dyn.incremental-H-mamx) 
translate( auv-xiyn .pas-change [ 1 1, 
-auv-xiyn.pos-change[ 2). 
-auv->dyn.pos-change[O]); 
geunamx(auv->H-mauix); /* new rotations &' uanslations */ 
popmamxo; 
1 
Figure 6.13 Updating the Vehicle's Slate 
MdmurrW) prcmultiplies the top of the stack by its argument, with the new I 
value being place on the stack(Gnphics Library 1988). By przmultiplying the H:mamx by 
the i n m  xental H-matrix, we have the net effec? of a vehicle mating around its own axis. 
If we w e c  to reverse the order, the rotations would occur &und the world coordinate 
system, often used when d i q b y  psitioning ObJeCts'on the Screen using it virtual reality 
I t  
' input device such as a spaceball. 
3. Extracting Pitch, Roli, and Heading information 
Unlike other graphic simulators at NPS, we have incorporated vehicle translations 
around all three axes, and have done so without ever tracking pitch, roll, or heading 
information. The vehicle state was maintained using the viewing matrix, which was coked 
the “H-matrix” and made part of the AUV structure. Why is it then necessary to extract 
pitch, roll, and heading infcmtion? The primary answer is to supply feedback via the user 
interface in a format more readily assimilated by the user. A vehicle heading of 045 degrees 
means more to a user than “H-mamx[0][3] = .707” (which incidently means that the vehicle 
is either heading 045 degrees or 3 15 degrees). 
Having pitch, heading, and roll information readily available is helpful in other 
ways also. When using dyrm*c conrnoinrs, we may wish to superimpose a roll limitation 
on our vehicle. Pitch and heading information may be helpful when utilizing the bow 
mounted sonar, and simulating contact within the sonar acquisition cone. 
Pitch is limited to +/- 90 degrees &hereas roll is limited to +/- 180 degrees and 
heading ranges from 0 to 360 degrees. Pitch can be calculated directly From one of two sine 
values in the matrix. However, roll and heading, as previously pointed out, m y  be 
ambiguous. By utilizing the cosine information in the H-matrix diagonals, this ambiguity 
can be resolved. The routine in Figure 6.14 shows the cxaacting process. 
61 
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. ... . . . 
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* 
void extract_headingpitch_and_ron_from_H_manx( auv) 
Substr auv; 
I 
auv-xiyn-heading = -asin(auv-xlyn.H-mmx [ 21 [ 0 ])*57.3; 
if (auv-xiyn.H-matrix[2][2] < O.O)( 
) P heading into “z** */ 
if (auv->dyn.heading < 0)( 
) P limit heading to 360 degrees */ 
auv-xi yn. pi tch = -asin( auv-xiyn.H-mamx [ 21 [ 1 ])*57.3 
auv-xiyn.mll= asin(auv->dyn.H-matrix[O][ 1))*57.3; 
if (auv-xiyn.H-manix[ lI[ll>o.O)( 
auv->dyn.mIl = 180 - auv-xiynmll; P upside down */ 
1 
auv-xiyn.heading = 180 - auv->dyn.heading; I 
auv-xiyn.heading += 360; 
auv->dyn.roll += 18Q P starting along -z axis */ 
if (aw-xiyn.mlb 180) ( 
) P limit roll to 360 degrees */ 
if (auv-xiyn.roU<(-l80)) ( 
auV->dyn.mll= auv->dyn.mll- 360; 
auv-xiyn.ml1 = 360 + auv->dyn.mll; 
) P limit roll to +/- 180 d e w s  */ 
) P end eitract heading ... */ 
Figure 6.14 Pitch, Roll, & Yaw 
F. DYNAMICS AND REAL T M E  APPLICATIONS 
1. Dynamics is not the Limiting Factor 
With the computational power of today’s high performance graphic workstations, 
dynamics as a means of simulating motion is much more achievable. While streamlining 
the equations is important, e.g. lookup tables instead of trigomemc function calls, 
multiplication instead of exponential functions, the ex@ overhead was remarkably low. 
Two modes art available with the NPS AUV III Simulator, non-dynamic and dynamic. 
a. Dynamic and Non-d-ynamic Modes 
In the nondynamic mode, all the vehicle transformations occur as a result of 
direct spaceball or mouse panel inputs to the Homogeneous Transform Matrix. In the 
dynamic mode, the inputs arc Sent to the function dynamics(). This function computcs the 
cross flow viscosity, solves equations of motion for six axes, performs a mamx 
multiplication to produce an acceleration vector, performs an Euler integration on the 
accelerations and a modified Euler integration on the velocities, applies the incremental 
position changes to the incremental-H-mamx which premqltiplies the vehicle H-mamx to 
obtain the r e v i d  vehicle state. 
b. Dynamic Mode Benchmarks , 
Benchmarks were obtained to compm the~load that the dynamics package 
had on the system frame rate. In the swimming pool with Cockpit view, the frame rate was 
16.2, with and without the dynamics package activated. With the AUV displayed along 
with the poo’. the frame rate was 7.7, again, with or without, the dynamics package 
activated. Whmas color presentation, teriain resolution, and even panel interface display 
had a negative effect on frame rate, the use of the dynamics package had none. My 
conclusion is that, for this dynamics model, as long as the mathematics is kept outside the 
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mesh drawing loop, dynamics is an effective way to model the AlW's behavior in real 
time. 
2. Parallel Processing 
In anticipation of a heav] system drain due to dynamic equation calculations, the 
dynamics package was designed to take advantage of the multiple processors of the IRIS 
workstation. Using burners, the six general equations can be solved simultaneously, halt 
at the barrier until all equations are solved, the force & torque vector generated and 
accelerations domputd. The design is reflected in Figure 6.15.' ' 
. .  
' I  
I .  . . .  
)c 
-matrix 
Compute Viscous /q 
Surge M a y  Heave Roll Pitch , Yaw 
Solve for equations and forces 
H-mat 
UPDATEVEHICLE ' 
Figure 6.15 Parallel Processing Diagram 
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In addition to solving the equarims in parallel, on a higher level, the dynaiiics and 
the grzphics could be done in paralle! using a producer-consumer model. With the addition 
of a duplicate H-matrix, the graphics package could lag one frame behind the dynamics 
* 
package. Although the speed of the dynamics package currently does not warrant the 
overhead of parallel processing, incorporation of dynamic constraints and collision 
detection could degrade performance to such a level that cepnxessing can become an 
attractive alternative. 
3. Addition of Dynamic Constraints 
Dynamic constraint checking can be built on to the tail end of the dynamics 
package. If the vehicle's state fails to abide by the constraints, the variables within the 
eqvations of motion could be temporarily changed, and the vehicle's 'state sent back 
through the dynamics package. When the constraints are satisfied, control returns to the 
graphics package. 
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VII. NPS AUV SIMULATOR 
A. USERINTERFACE 
1 
The User Interface was generated utilizing the NPS Panel Designer (NPSPD) 
(King, Prevatt 1990). NPSPD generates “C” code including a primary graphics control loop 
where the user can place his/her routines. Since the NPS AUV III Simulator was alrendy a 
working program, the incorporation of a NPSPD Interface had to be reversed engineered. 
The NPS A W  Simulator, along with the NPS Material Editor, were the fmt programs to 
inmrporatc NPSPD. In the (King, Prevatt) thesis, thm is a chapter which describes how 
the A W  simulator incorporated NPSPD. The ‘main points arc covered here for 
completeness. 
The m y  of panels are contained in the program viewerx, as iire some of the panel 
actuators. As the list of panels grew, it was easier to ttack and modify if each group of panel 
actuators w e n  stored in separate files. The files are tied into  viewer.^ using “include” 
preprocessor statements. For instance, all the actuators on the tape recorder panel an stored 
in acuator.dir/rccorder.act, although the recorder panel itself is stored in v: 1ewer.c. a 
When a new panel of actuators is generated, the global “MAX,PANELS’* in 
vicwcr.h must be incnmented by one. The array number assigned to the panel and actuator 
a& mJst be one higher than the most recent panel addition. The coefficient panels have 
the most actuators with 33. If any new panel exceeds that amount, the MAX-ACIIJATOR 
globals in vioucr.h must be adjusted. The path to the panel library is in the Makefile. 
Whenever new panels arc generated, the program must be relinked to the library. 
’ 
, 
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B. MASTER SELECTION PANEL 
The Master Selection Panel, shown in Figure 7.1, is composed of twa subsections. The 
push-button panel selections, and the viewing perspective panel. 
I 
I 
Figure 7.1 Master Selection Panel 
The viewing panel controls the “latitude”, “longitude”, and head “twist” from which 
the vehicle is viewed. The= axe two distance bars. The one on the left is for small 
adjustments using the left mouse. Supcrfiie adjustments are made using two mouse 
buttons, the left and the center. The right bar is for making coarser adjustment such as 
getting a “satellite view” of the California Coasthie. 
The panei select panel primarily activates sub-panels, as well as selects the 
environment, bay or pool. “Cockpit View” enables the user to view the environment from 
a nose mounted camera. AUV Center, the default selection, kFeps the vehicle in the center 
of the display; the observer “moves with the vehicle”. When deselected, the viewer looks 
at where the vehicle was when the deselection was made.The vehicle can then actually be 
flown out of the field of view. 
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C. MOUSE PANEL 
Although manual control is primarily with the spaceball, adjustment to control 
surfaces or RPM can be made via the mouse panel. This is useful not only when there is no 
spaceball with the workstation, but also when it is critical to activate one set of con+ - 4'- 
only, a very difficult accomplishment using the six degree of freedom spaceball. T . e  1.iouse 
panel is shown in Figure 7.2 
Figure 7.2 Mouse Panel 
Currentiy the Stem Planes can not be activated by the muse as they arc coupled to 
the bow planes. Rudder Limits are +/- 40 degrees, and RPM limit is 700. 
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D. PERFORMANCE PANEL 
Figure 7.3 Performance Panel 
The Performance Panel displays a pa  tial vehicle state. The Speed is calibrated to be 
in knots. The gauge limit on the RPM is 1OOO. The Depth meter indicates vehicle depth 
while the Floor meter shows bottom clearance informations. Futurc expansion should 
include a fin deflection meter for all 8 control surfaces, and an RPhd dial for each of the six 
thrusters. 
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E. FRAMES PANEL 
I Figure 7.4 Frame Panel 
The Frames panel gives the workstation’s performance in two ways. Delta Time i s  the 
total time beween swapbuifers, and frame rate is the inverse, i.e., total frames per second. 
The arc single pen sthpaharts and arc located on the lower left portion of the &en. 
1 
F. RECORDER PANEL 
b 
L 
The recorder panel provides the capability to record and replay scenarios. 
Figure 7.5 Recorder Panel 
The recording is made in the ASCII file “recording” which conrains the initiaI vehicle 
state followed by times, rpms and fin deflection whenever a change of xpm on defelection 
0ccuR‘td. When “Record” is selected, it erases the previous tape. Playbacks can occur as 
many times as desired without erasing the tape. External scripts may be played if they are 
loaded to the “recording” file. The Tape Speed selection adjusts the speed of playback The 




Figure 7.6 Velocities Panel 
I .  
H. BOTTOM CONTOUR PANEL 
- 
Figure 7.7 Bottom Contour 
, a  
The bottom contour chart shows a dual pen snipchart that plots both the submarine's 
depth and the depth of the sea floor. The above chart shows the vehicie in essentially a 
terrain following mode. "he metes on *e right repeat the values that are on the smpcharr. 
By default, the upper pen is red, and the lower pen is black. The actuator is located on the 
upper right portion of the scrten. 
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VIII. FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
A. DYNAMIC CONSTRAINTS AND PARALLEL PROCESSISG 
Since the incorporation of dynamic constraint checking could require significant 
overhead, parallel processing of the NPS AUV Simulator can be advantageous. Constraint 
checking could cause the i n p t  parameters to the q u a t i ~ i ~ s  of motion to be continually 
adjusted, and the equations resolved in a loop until the constraints are satisfied. Co- 
processing of the six equations can have a favorable effect. In addition, placing the graphics , 
routine and dynamicdconstraints package in parallel can be beneficial as well. 
The vehicle broaching the surface can be emulated by adjusting the center of buoyancy 
and/or the buoyancy vector. Normally the center of buoyancy is assumed to be at thecenter 
of rotation, and the buoyancy is equal to the weight. 
The proper X S F ~ S C  of a vehicle collision with the pool wall or floor is dependent on 
what pan of the vehicle makes contact, and the state of the vehicle at time of collision. A 
single point forcc on the vehicle will need to be factored into the equations until the 
constraint is satisfied. 
Tne effect of the vehicle xunning aground is similar to the pool scenario described 
above, however, type of bottom, e.g., sand, m k ,  or silt, would need to be considered. 
Since the equations produce approximations of the vehicle behavior, cmain input 
parameter values can potentially display unrealistic or undesired behavior. For example, it 
may 3e necessary to set a maximum positive and negative rpm on the main thrusters. 
R. INCORPORATION OF PEP”’HERAL PACKAGES 
The contm :cr (autopilot) package needs to be incorporated. The controller should 
provide rpm and fin deflection information to the AUV based upon desired heading, pitch, 
, 
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and speed. Using sliding mode control, the bow planes will act independently of the stern 
p!anes. Future controller improvements include separate control mode for all eight 
surfaces, and a hovering mode using the vertical and horizontal ,thruster. 
2. Navigator 
The navigator will compute desired heading, pitch, and speed based upon 
waypoint data (3D position and time on top). If drift is detected based upon doppler sonar 
infomation, this should be included in the computation. Ifpredicted current information is 
available, that should be included in the “dead reckoning (DR)” process. The DR position 
can bc “fixed” using bottom contour information available in the environmental data base. 
3. Mission Plannerhteplanner 
The mission planner would generate desired waypoints based upon the specific 
mission of the submarine, e.g. bottom mapping, main countermeasures, special forces 
support, etc.. The nplanner would regenerate waypoints based upon newly available 
I information, e.g. unplanned obstacles, vehicle emergency, enemy detection. revised 
mission, etc.. 
C. TERRAIN 
The VTRA n&s to be expanded to include multiple data cells. Since VTRA suppons 
a grid database, such as thatfavailablc from DMA, su&arine missions’can be simulated 
nearly anywhere worldwide. Based on vehicle’s speed, direction, and horizon, adjacent 
grid cells will need to be uansferrcd from peripheral storage to primary storage 
automatically. VTRA will need to bc enhanced to manage the data transfer, and terrain cell 
management 
Elevation coded t d n  coloring should be incorporated. The elevation data needs to 
be checked and, if required, a new lighting mudel gtnenud, for each v m x  in the graphics , 
, 
pipeline. Texturing is a another alternative to displaying realistic terrain as demonstrated 
on NPSNET, and should be incorporated. < 
D. AUV MODEL DRAWING 
The A W  is currently drawn using polygons and surfaces. By drawing the hull and fins 
as meshes, vehicle appearance can be maintained while reducing the graphics pipeline load 
as described earlier. With mesh drawing, an algorithm similar to VTRA could be developed 
. 
to display the A W  at various resolution levels.The NPS Objec: File Format (OFF) is 
currently being revised to incorporate articulated objects. Future redrawing of the vehicle 
should be based upon the future OFF design. Colors should be carefully chosen so as to be 
compatible with NTSC displays. RGB wann colors (red, orange, etc.) often get distorted 
4 
when converted to NTSC, an should be viewed prior to selection using the NPS Material 
Editor (NPSME) (Anderson 1990). 
E. CONCLUSIONS 
The Variable T e n  Resolution Algorithm enables terrain grid databases, such as 
DMA DTED, to be displayed with further horizons and minimal loss of graphic display 
speed, while maintaining high resolution terrain near the observer. The dynamics of the 
A W  can be modeled in real time. Hydrodynamic coefficients can be adjusted on line for 
a quick refinement of the vehicle's performance characteristics. The NPS AUV Simulator 
can enhance vehicle sofnvarc development without actual in water trials. Dynamics can be 
adapted to other NPS Sirhulators by incorporating thc rigid body dynamic model used in 
* 
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